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About This Game

Cut to the Chase

PAKO - Car Chase Simulator is a tough as nails arcade driving game where you try to survive as long as possible without
crashing your car in a police chase situation. Controls are simple, there is constant acceleration and choice to boost or brake a

bit. One hit and you are dead.

PAKO made its debut on mobile devices and now Tree Men Games will bring the game to Steam players with updated visuals
and controls optimized for gamepads, added power-ups, GUNS and especially 2-4 player split screen multiplayer mode that

brings back the old school fun of classics like Super Sprint and Slicks N Slide with twist of arena shooters mixed in. Multiplayer
mode offers options to customize matches with different options such as turning power-ups and cops on and off, amount of

bullets and more.

Key Features

  Single player, Local Multiplay 2-4 players

  10 Getaway levels

  5 Challenge levels
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  14 Cars

  30+ different power-ups (Slow-Mo time, Helper drone, Wrecking ball etc.)

  Guns with various ammunition (Shrink, Plasma, Poison etc. 10+ ammo types)

  Change between 4 camera views during gameplay

  Special racing track

  Pumping soundtrack by Dkstr

  Steam Achievements and trading cards

  Leaderboards to compete
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Title: PAKO - Car Chase Simulator
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Tree Men Games
Publisher:
Tree Men Games
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2017
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The game is very cool and addictive!

Do I recommend it?
It depends...

Keyboard player - Buy it!
Gamepad player or local mulitiplayer - Test if it works with your controllers. Buy directly from Steam and refund within 2
weeks and less than 2 hours play time if it doesn't work. (current refund rules)

Game pad issues I've encountered with standard XBox 360 controllers:
* Almost no deadzone on the left thumb stick so the car easily starts going left or right by itself. (Bug report)

* Local mulitplayer is unplayable with XBox 360 controllers because gas and brake is shared between players. (Bug report)

* Could be an intentional design decision but steering is digital even when using analog controls.

These controller issues are critical to the gameplay and have been posted about in the Steam forum several months ago and still
no patch has come out... because of this I need to give the game a negative review... which is quite sad since it's a really cool
game.

(I'll gladly change the review when/if the issues are fixed.). i love this addicting game
improves reaction time and movement speed
gets better the more you play
recommended for players of csgo
definatly not worth 5$ though
cars move to fast but i guess it makes it harder.
9/10
also its free on mobile
good small game. Beautiful concept and graphics, but I got very frustrated with the unforgiving gameplay and gave up. The
obstacles are too close together, there's too many cop cars to start with, and the insta-fail crashes lead to endless do-overs. At
least it lets you keep trying, but after like 20 tries averaging about 8 seconds per run, I was over it. If the difficulty could be
tweaked in creative ways (fewer obstacles, slower speed, fewer cop cars), I'd love to try this again.. Good luck controlling your
car. Not friendly to beginners. You basically win by not crashing as soon as your friends for 5 seconds, since everything will kill
you and it's almost impossible to avoid without holding the brakes 100% of the time.. https://youtu.be/zyZ-KdoX30U
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The style and theming is nearly perfect in this take on the classic '80s action movie car chase. The controls and gameplay drag a
bit behind where they need to make the experience as heart pounding as the soundtrack.
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Surprisingly good! A super simple (and super hard) game that makes you retry countless times - and then more.

The mobile version was also ok, but this Steam version is a lot more fun with all the extras, especially the multiplayer mode.
. At first i have doubt in this game because the mobile version is FREE and this game cost arround 2$ but this game is really
fun. I love how you can multiplayer up to 4 players in this game. the game graphics is 3D and minimalist which i love it.

I honestly think it's worth the money.
. OF COURSE, IT'S TOO DAMN GOOD. Decent game for a few hours to kill, wouldnt come back to it but still was a fun
time. Ok so this is seemingly a very short game. The main reason for purchase would have to be local multiplayer which is a
much needed thing in PC games. For some reason most companies don't think PC players have guests over....smdh The flaw
here is that there is no online multiplayer which this game severely needs. It's an ok little game with a little overlookable flaws
but charming enough for a buy if you have occasional company to play with. I'd pay 2 dollars max for this if I were you. I did
get aggravated by the desert race map and deleted it because the ai is STUPID difficult at that point and the weapon system is
damn near useless. One third kill you, another third are bullets that won't hit\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665given
most cops are behind you, the other third are area attacks so those are the only useful ones and I couldn't figure out how to
discern the powerups so I just ended up avoiding them given I'd hav shorter runs with them than without. Also why in the balls
did they think it would be fun to die by touching literally anything even at the speed of a snail!?!? They need to remove that or
at least make it so that you only explode when going fast.. Fast 'n furious car chase, better with friends!
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